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enterprise solutions.

Visit us at DesignMap.com
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The State of Contact Tracing 

We created this report to help leaders in design, 
technology, business, healthcare, and government 
find a way forward together. 


Design methods have the power to bring divergent 
viewpoints together, rapidly, which is precisely 
what we all need.


We invite you to join us on this journey.



The State of Contact Tracing 

The focus is digital, not traditional, contact tracing. 


This was generated from ~100 hours of desk 
research, insights, and design by Sarah Dempsey 
and Vivian Lee.


Directed by Nathan Kendrick, Partner.



How do we bend the curve?


Why digital contact tracing?


What are the challenges?


Mapping the areas of opportunity.


Who gets to decide for the greater good?


The time to act is now, together.
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Let’s bend 
the curve.



How do we bend 
the curve?
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Why are we talking about contact tracing?

COVID-19 is the virus 
needing no introduction. 


Globally it has infected over 
3.9M people, killed more than 
272K, and  continues to 
spread rapidly. 


It has created chaos across the 
world, with divergent responses.

Total Cases


1,336,700+

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html

Total Deaths


79,552+
Active Cases


980,000+

The United States as of May 11, 2020...

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html


The root cause of this chaos can be identified using 
Stewart Brand’s pace layer framework...

Why are we talking about contact tracing?

https://jods.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/issue3-brand/release/2

https://jods.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/issue3-brand/release/2


Society has many layers. Each layer serves a 
different function to ensure health.

Nature

Culture

Governance

Infrastructure

Processes

Technology

Why are we talking about contact tracing?

https://jods.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/issue3-brand/release/2

https://jods.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/issue3-brand/release/2


Fast layers drive innovation. Slow layers stabilize, it 
takes longer for them to change.

Innovation, revolution, 
discontinuity, learning

Fast

Stabilization, continuity, 
constraint, remembering

SlowNature

Culture

Governance

Infrastructure

Processes

Technology

Why are we talking about contact tracing?

https://jods.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/issue3-brand/release/2

https://jods.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/issue3-brand/release/2


Trauma occurs when stabilizing layers transform 
faster than the external layers can keep up.

Nature

Culture

Governance

Infrastructure

Processes

Technology

Why are we talking about contact tracing?

COVID-19 is highly contagious and deadly, and we were caught unprepared.



COVID-19 is highly contagious and deadly, and we were caught unprepared.

Social norms slow adaptation for containment, our global village speeds transmission.

Little to no uniform and centralized guidance, particularly in Western countries.

Medical facilities are overwhelmed, testing is lacking, PPE is in short supply.

Manual contact tracing is effective, but slow and always one step behind.

This is happening right now. 

Nature

Culture

Governance

Infrastructure

Processes

Technology

Why are we talking about contact tracing?

Existing privacy concerns among the population have delayed solutions.



Enables short-term and long-term fixes through digital contact tracing and a vaccine.

However, technology is one layer we can 
influence to keep pace with the virus right now.

Technology

Nature

Culture

Governance

Infrastructure

Processes

High adoption of a mobile app allow us all to make timely decisions.

Why are we talking about contact tracing?

An effective vaccine available to most of the population will eradicate the disease.



Why digital 
contact tracing?
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Why digital contact tracing?

Contact tracing is a critical component to 
effectively curbing infection spread for COVID-19, 
SARS, smallpox, and Ebola. We’ll show you how it 
works...


There are 3 kinds of people:

No Infection Infected & Contagious 
(No Symptoms)

Infected & Contagious 
(Symptomatic)

Nicky Case’s Blog. OneStepAhead, March 24, 2020

https://blog.ncase.me/onestepahead/


Nicky Case’s Blog. OneStepAhead, March 24, 2020

Patient 0:

If we do nothing...


Here’s what happens to a neighborhood with 

Why digital contact tracing?

https://blog.ncase.me/onestepahead/


Nicky Case’s Blog. OneStepAhead, March 24, 2020

If an infected person immediately self-isolates...


We’re still one step behind the virus, since infected 
people are contagious before showing symptoms.

Why digital contact tracing?

https://blog.ncase.me/onestepahead/


Nicky Case’s Blog. OneStepAhead, March 24, 2020

immediately

With digital contact tracing...


When someone finds out they’re infected, they and 
their proximity contacts  self-isolate 
without manual tracing lag.

Why digital contact tracing?

https://blog.ncase.me/onestepahead/


What are the 
challenges?
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What follows is a very lightweight framing 
exercise. The challenges at a county, state, country 
and beyond are many and nuanced.


There is a strong case to keep it simple.

What are the challenges?



Points of 
Tension

What are the challenges?

Different perspectives...

The US Federal Government 
The administration has focused on economic stimulus, and in 
many’s opinion has been slow to address the healthcare 
response. 


State & County Government 
Application of social distancing policies, with widely varying 
swiftness and strategies to re-open.


Public Health Authorities 
Baseline collection of information and guidance that they hope 
influence local health-related policies.


Apple & Google 
iOS and Android hold the technological keys to digital contact 
tracing, their stance will influence the specific execution 
possibilities.


Businesses 
Many rely on physical presence, and two months into SIP, most 
are running out of capital and laying off workers. 


Individuals 
Humans are social beings and nearing their limit of social 
distancing, and running out of money for those laid off. Fear of 
getting ill is a powerful negative emotion.



What are the challenges?

The can’ts 
and the cans.

What we know...

Vaccine 
Experts believe a vaccine will be developed much faster than 
typical, however the most optimistic timeline is more than one 
year away. 


Social Distancing 
As the weather warms in the US, there will be inevitable 
increases in social gatherings, opening up a recurrence.


Re-opening the Economy 
The unprecedented stimulus packages have helped, though will 
run out for business and individuals by the end of May. Both 
companies and individuals will return to work, regardless of 
health authority guidelines or relative safety.


Policy 
With the States being responsible for setting health safety policy, 
there are different approaches that create inefficiencies and the 
virus does not obey state or county borders.


The Smartphone 
Nearly everyone has a technological marvel in their pocket or 
purse, that has radically changed behavior for lesser causes. 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/30/opinion/coronavirus-covid-vaccine.html

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/30/opinion/coronavirus-covid-vaccine.html


A return to normal life.


To earn a livelihood, providing a 
means to be healthy.


Protect our most at-risk: from 
elderly, sick, and front-line 
workers.


To live free and without fear of 
the virus.


In a timeline that works for 
most, within the next couple 
months.

The simple, 
common goals 
that we can 
enable by just 
one lever.

—

—

—

—

—

We all want...

What are the challenges?



Peer-to-Peer Contact Tracing: Development of a Privacy-Preserving Smartphone App, JMIR Publications

Infection Curves vs. App Adoption Rates

That lever is 
digital contact 
tracing.

A coordinated, multi-faceted 
containment effort is 
required—with digital tracing 
being integral, not optional to 
traditional tracing.

at least 60%
For digital contact tracing to be effective, experts estimate that 

 of the population needs to adopt the technology. 

What are the challenges?

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32240973


So what practical solutions could 
allow us to achieve this critical 
level of contact tracing adoption?

What are the challenges?



Areas of 
Opportunity
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Scenario-driven Ideas


Basic Prioritization


Adoption Insights

Understanding Incentives


B


C


D

A


Areas of Opportunity



Let’s begin, 

by taking a step back...

Understanding Incentives



Understanding Incentives

What do we use them for? 
Incentives encourage 
people to make decisions, 
that then exhibit the 
favored behaviors.

What are we looking for?
Use contact tracing apps.

Get tested.

Share results.

Social distance.

Healthy habits.

—

—

—

—

—

BehaviorIncentives Drive

Behavior changes are influenced by incentives 
that drive users to take action.



Most incentives can be bucketed into two 
primary types: positive and negative...

Incentive

Nudge

Example

Outcome

Sounds Like

Punishment for behavior.


A speeding ticket.


People avoid the behavior 
for fear of being punished.


People are left worse off.


Do x, or else you will be 
punished.”

Negative

“ “

Reward for behavior.


A discount.


People pursue the behavior 
in order to earn the reward.


People are left better off.


Do x, and you will be 
rewarded.”

Positive

Understanding Incentives



...and another influence is where the incentive 
comes from: external forces or from within.

Understanding Incentives

Incentive

Sounds Like

Nudge

Example

Outcome

Sounds Like

Punishment for behavior.


A speeding ticket.


People avoid the behavior 
for fear of being punished.


People are left worse off.


Do x, or else you will be 
punished.”

I won’t do x, because I don’t 
find it meaningful/valuable.”

Negative

Extrinsic

From external to you.

Intrinsic

From within you.

“

“

“

“

Reward for behavior.


A discount.


People pursue the behavior 
in order to earn the reward.


People are left better off.


Do x, and you will be 
rewarded.”

I will do x, because I find it 
meaningful/valuable.”

Positive



Incentive

Sounds Like

Nudge

Example

Outcome

Sounds Like

Punishment for behavior.


A speeding ticket.


People avoid the behavior 
for fear of being punished.


People are left worse off.


Do x, or else you will be 
punished.”

I won’t do x, because I don’t 
find it meaningful/valuable.”

Negative

“

“

“

“

Reward for behavior.


A discount.


People pursue the behavior 
in order to earn the reward.


People are left better off.


Do x, and you will be 
rewarded.”

I will do x, because I find it 
meaningful/valuable.”

Positive

We’ve chosen to focus on positive extrinsic and 
intrinsic incentives only. 

The brain encodes positive info better 
than negative.


People associate positive feedback to 
themselves (but negative feedback, as 
irrelevant).


Fear and anxiety tend to make people 
withdraw and give up.

Understanding Incentives

Why?



How do we see positive incentives successfully 
affecting our behaviors today?

Social Pressure


Fame


Free stuff


Discounts


Convenience


Unlocking 
Features

Success


Charity


Competition


Community


Fun & Delight

Facebook; likes & popularity


TikTok; the potential to go viral.


Yelp! check-ins at restaurants.


Tax breaks for donating.


Waze’s optimized routes.


Video games; gamified learning 
apps.

Peloton; consecutive streak.


ALS ice-bucket challenge.


Fitbit step-challenges.


Hashtag participation.


Venmo’s emoji’s and GIFs.

Understanding Incentives



Scenario-driven Ideas


Understanding Incentives


Basic Prioritization


Adoption Insights

B


A


C


D



Taking public transportation

Some key scenarios in people’s lives to explore 
ideas that encourage target behaviors.

Going to work

Going to a restaurant

Going to a store

Hanging out with friends

Going to the gym

Attending an event

Going to beach / park

Going to the doctor

Getting tested for COVID-19

Scenario-driven Ideas
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1 Facebook Opt-in to contact tracing app The contact tracing app has a Facebook 
plugin. When you download and set-up the 
app, an icon next to your profile indicates that 
you’re opted-in to contact tracing.

Extrinsic 


(Social pressure)

Very Public

2 In-person, at 
a restaurant

Your tracing functions are 
turned on while dining at the 
restaurant to keep everyone 
safe.

You show the waiter that your BLE is enabled 
and your contact tracing app is on. You get a 
free dessert!

Extrinsic 


(Social pressure)

Moderately Private


(Only server knows)

3 Going to an 
event at the 
Chase Center 

Download app, set it up, and 
provide location tracking data

Check-in to the Chase Center on the contact 
tracing app to be able to get into the faster, 
express line.

Extrinsic 


(Convenience)

Moderately Private

Going to an 
event at the 
Chase Center 

Download app, set it up, 
provide location tracking data

Check-in to the Chase Center on the contact 
tracing app to see who of your friends have 
also checked in there (live or historically).

Extrinsic 


(Social pressure)

Very Public

Taking a 
commute on 
Bart

Your tracing functions are 
turned on while riding the 
public transportation

User can link up their clipper card number 
with their contact tracing app to get $X off a 
monthly pass or X% off all scans for 1 month.

Extrinsic 


(Financial)

Private

Idea to Encourage Behavior Incentive PrivacyContext Desired Behavior

How might we...

Scenario-driven Ideas
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10

11

6 After getting 
tested

Report a positive test result After reporting a test result, you are rewarded 
with a discount to a grocery delivery service 
($20 off next Instacart delivery). Shops would 
opt in or partner to participate.

Extrinsic 


(Financial discount, 
convenience)

Private / 
Moderately Private

7 Daily use Download / use Next Door Integration—Show the % of ppl who 
have downloaded and are using the contact 
tracing app in your neighborhood.

Extrinsic 


(Social pressure)

Very Public

8 Daily use Download / use Contact Tracing social media platform. You 
can find your friends/neighbors, but if you test 
positive, that’s not shared (only to proximity 
contacts)

Extrinsic 


(Social pressure)

Very Public

Daily Download / use After you download the app—you can invite 
your friends/fam to download

Intrinsic 


(Being a good 
person!)

Moderately Private 
(Only close family & 
friends)

Daily Enable tracing functions Showing an app engagement streak which 
counts the number of consecutive days when 
you have contact tracing & BLE enabled.

Extrinsic  
(Achieving a 
streak)

Private

Daily Enable tracing functions


Continued use of the app

Free or discounted COVID-19 testing for people 
who have used the app for at least x period of 
time.

Extrinsic  
(Free/Discounted 
testing)

Private

Idea  to Encourage Behavior Incentive PrivacyContext Desired Behavior

Scenario-driven Ideas

How might we... (cont.)



These ideas surfaced 
some of the following 
critical tensions.

Critical Tensions 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Privacy

Adoption Rate

User Participation

Location

Tone

Attitude

Tech

Locale

Motivation

Perspective

Financial Cost

Implementation

Anonymous

High

Optional

General (Zip)

Assuring

Compliance

Opt-in

Regional

Intrinsic

Forecasting

Low

Fast

Identified

Low

Mandatory

Tracked Location

Alarming

Rejection

Opt-out

National

Extrinsic

Historical

High

Slow

A B

Scenario-driven Ideas



The two we wanted to 
dig deeper on were: 
privacy and estimated 
rate of adoption.

Critical Tensions 

Privacy

Adoption Rate

Anonymous

High

Identified

Low

User Participation

Location

Tone

Attitude

Tech

Locale

Motivation

Perspectiv
e
Financial Cost

Implementation

Optional

General (Zip)

Assuring

Compliance

Opt-in

Regional

Intrinsic

Forecasting

Low

Fast

Mandatory

Tracked Location

Alarming

Rejection

Opt-out

National

Extrinsic

Historical

High

Slow

Privacy because it is at the heart of the 
contact tracing matter.


Adoption because the efficacy of contact 
tracing apps will hinge entirely on 
achieving the critical 60% level of 
adoption.

A B

Scenario-driven Ideas



Basic Prioritization


Understanding Incentives


Scenario-driven Ideas


Adoption Insights

C


A


B


D



HighLow

Anonymous

Adoption

Identified

Privacy

1

7

3

9

4

2

8

5

10

11

6

Ideas are evaluated 
plotting them on a 
matrix juxtaposing 
privacy level with 
estimated adoption.

The plotting of each point is our 
estimation, informed by basic, lightweight 
desk research.

Opt-in Indicator on 
your Facebook profile

Contact Tracing social 
media platform

Invite friends & 
fam to download

Free dessert with 
restaurant check-in

Event Express Line

Location check-in 
reveals friends 

who’ve been there

NextDoor 
Integration

$ discount for 
connecting public 

transport card
Discounted 

COVID-19 testing for 
using the app dailyContact tracing 

“streak”

Store or delivery 
discount after 

recording test result

Basic Prioritization



HighLow
Adoption

Privacy

7

4

8

5

10

6

1

3

9

2

11

Anonymous

Identified
The left-side solutions are 
estimated to have low 
adoption because simply not 
enough users participate in 
the respective activities or 
technologies.  


The right-side is estimated to 
have high adoption, with the 
lower right quadrant best 
optimizing for privacy- 
preserving ideas. Given 
Americans’ high valuation of 
personal privacy, we suspect 
that these ideas may be more 
appealing to the general 
public, potentially.

Low vs High Adoption

Opt-in Indicator on 
your Facebook profile

Contact Tracing social 
media platform

Invite friends & 
fam to download

Free dessert with 
restaurant check-in

Event Express Line

Location check-in 
reveals friends 

who’ve been there

NextDoor 
Integration

$ discount for 
connecting public 

transport card
Discounted 

COVID-19 testing for 
using the app dailyContact tracing 

“streak”

Store or delivery 
discount after 

recording test result

Basic Prioritization



HighLow
Adoption

Privacy

Anonymous

Identified

7

4

8 1

5

10

6

3

9

2

11

The ideas floating in the 
upper quadrants (indicating: 
not so private) challenge the 
current assumption that 
contact tracing apps must be 
anonymous. 


What if only test results and 
proximity notifications were 
anonymous—but, besides 
that, the app and who’s on it 
was social media-y instead?


These ideas draw on the 
power of social pressure to 
incite people to download 
and use tracing apps.

The Social Aspect

Opt-in Indicator on 
your Facebook profile

Contact Tracing social 
media platform

Invite friends & 
fam to download

Free dessert with 
restaurant check-in

Event Express Line

Location check-in 
reveals friends 

who’ve been there

NextDoor 
Integration

$ discount for 
connecting public 

transport card
Discounted 

COVID-19 testing for 
using the app dailyContact tracing 

“streak”

Store or delivery 
discount after 

recording test result

Basic Prioritization



HighLow
Adoption

Privacy

Anonymous

Identified

7

4

8 1

10

6

9

5

3

2

11

Leveraging Routines

Opt-in Indicator on 
your Facebook profile

Contact Tracing social 
media platform

Invite friends & 
fam to download

Free dessert with 
restaurant check-in

Event Express Line

Location check-in 
reveals friends 

who’ve been there

NextDoor 
Integration

$ discount for 
connecting public 

transport card
Discounted 

COVID-19 testing for 
using the app dailyContact tracing 

“streak”

Store or delivery 
discount after 

recording test result

These ideas are built around 
the day-to-day activities that 
people already do on the 
regular, in real life (i.e. ride 
public transport, attend 
concerts and events, dine-out 
at restaurants).


Attaching contact tracing 
measures onto people’s 
existing routines avoids the 
hurdle of asking them to 
change their lifestyles.

Basic Prioritization



HighLow
Adoption

Privacy

Anonymous

Identified

7

4

8 1

10

6

9

5

3

2

11

Free Stuff and Convenience

Opt-in Indicator on 
your Facebook profile

Contact Tracing social 
media platform

Invite friends & 
fam to download

Free dessert with 
restaurant check-in

Event Express Line

Location check-in 
reveals friends 

who’ve been there

NextDoor 
Integration

$ discount for 
connecting public 

transport card
Discounted 

COVID-19 testing for 
using the app dailyContact tracing 

“streak”

Store or delivery 
discount after 

recording test result

These ideas tap into the 
simple fact that people love 
free stuff and convenience. 


The notion of something 
“free” interrupts how we 
normally process decisions. 
The users interpret it to 
mean: only benefits, no costs.


Also, individuals are busier 
than ever. Anything we can 
do to relieve people’s load, 
especially in the midst of this 
pandemic, might encourage 
them to participate.

Basic Prioritization



HighLow
Adoption

Privacy

Anonymous

Identified

7

4

8 1

10

6

9

5

3

2

11

Trust in Immediate Networks

Opt-in Indicator on 
your Facebook profile

Contact Tracing social 
media platform

Invite friends & 
fam to download

Free dessert with 
restaurant check-in

Event Express Line

Location check-in 
reveals friends 

who’ve been there

NextDoor 
Integration

$ discount for 
connecting public 

transport card
Discounted 

COVID-19 testing for 
using the app dailyContact tracing 

“streak”

Store or delivery 
discount after 

recording test result

While we care deeply about 
fitting in with the crowd, we are 
highly influenced by those we 
trust in our immediate network.


In the face of uncertainty or an 
overwhelming amount of 
information, we tend to seek 
guidance from those we know 
closely, even when they’re not 
the experts on the subject.


Leveraging the existing trust in 
people’s personal relationships 
can help trigger a domino-effect.

Basic Prioritization



Adoption Insights

Understanding Incentives


Scenario-driven Ideas


Basic Prioritization


D

A


B


C




No single idea or technique will be 
effective enough to achieve the critical 
level of app adoption. 

It is critical that there are multiple 
and diversified targeting efforts.

Adoption Insights



The more solutions can build off of 
existing infrastructures, the quicker 
and easier it will be for adoption. 

Tap into where users are already 
engaged in their everyday routines.

Adoption Insights



Partnering between PHAs, 
Government, and Businesses is critical 
for generating wide incentives. 

An unprecedented overlap must 
occur now, to get to the 60+% rate.

Adoption Insights



Who gets to decide 
for the greater good?
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The adoption challenge is key, 60+% is a 
high bar. 


The challenge that is as big or bigger, 
surrounds location tracking and the 
implications of trust, surveillance,  
privacy, and security.

Who gets to decide for the greater good?



Who gets to decide for the greater good?

Our position, is that with the right 
actors surveilling anonymized 
population health data, it is a price 
worth paying.

With location data and contact tracing, 
epidemiologists would be able to inform policy in 
real-time and in context. This precision gives us 
normalcy until a vaccine is available.



We already give tracking data to Google 
and Facebook, for free..

Who gets to decide for the greater good?

The illusion of 
privacy 
These screenshots 
show Google’s 
tracking of location, 
time, and photos 
amongst other 
metadata.



The data public health authorities can 
utilize is far less than the data we 
already give to tech companies who do 
not hold our best interests.

Who gets to decide for the greater good?

This anonymized data would not be personally 
identifying, and in exchange we save lives, get our 
freedom, livelihood, and courage back.



The time to act is 
now, together.
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COVID-19 is our 
common enemy.

The time to act is now, together.



The time is now, to utilize our 
strengths and influence in unity,  
so that we can scale change we so 
desperately need.

Can set the containment measures and policies that eliminates this scourge. Government & PHAs

Medical Professionals Have the knowledge and first-hand experience for combating the virus on the front lines.

The Individual You are the most essential. You are the tipping point to achieve critical mass.

Influencers Can use their respected voices and large followings to start the domino effect of adoption.

Businesses Can provide support and incentives that motivate people’s behavior changes.

Apple & Google Can open up their incredible technology that superpowers contact tracing.

The time to act is now, together.



As designers and technologists, we have a 
responsibility to apply our  skill sets to 
these challenges.


It won’t be easy or obvious, and we have to 
work quick and smart.


It’s come down to us and it’s time to act 
now, together. 

The time to act is now, together.



If you are are working on a contact tracing 
app or anything highly complex contact us 
through https://designmap.com/contact

Are you with us?

The time to act is now, together.

https://designmap.com/contact


Core Research
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Comparison of Tracing Methods


Mobile App Landscape


Apple & Google’s Technology


Health Authorities’ Criteria for 
Digital Tracing Tools


Design Considerations


Conditions for Success

Introduction


B


C


D


E 


F


G

A




COVID-19 is the virus needing no 
introduction. To date, it has affected 
212 countries and territories, 
resulting in 3.7M+ confirmed cases, 
264K+ deaths, and it continues to 
spread rapidly. As the pandemic 
evolves, containment efforts require 
a swift, multi-faceted response.


Digital contact tracing has become a 
critical component to that response. 
More regions are investing in digital 
efforts to expedite the identification 
and isolation of exposed people. As a 
result, contact tracing apps are 
under rapid development with the 
landscape changing daily. 


COVID-19 Impact to Date
Introduction

Total Cases


1,336,700+

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html

Total Deaths


79,552+
Active Cases


980,000+

Latest Case Count in the United States 
as of May 11, 2020:

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html


Positive test result is confirmed.

Case Investigator calls patient to 
compile a list of people he or she 
was in touch with 48-hours before 
onset of symptoms.

Case Investigator passes off 
contact names to contact tracers.

Contact Tracers attempt to reach 
contacts by phone within 48-hours.

If contact is made, contact tracers:

1


2


3


4

Inform contact of exposure (when)


Take inventory of symptoms


Discuss quarantine requirements


Help arrange assistance with food 
or housing, if needed

Traditional Contact Tracing ProcessContact tracing is the process of identifying 
people who may have come into contact with 
an infected person and the collection of 
further information about these contacts to 
stop chains of transmission. 


There are two primary types we’ll reference 
continuously throughout this report: 
traditional and digital.

A public health staff worker 
calls a patient to help them 
recall everyone with whom they 
have had close contact during 
the time frame while they may 
have been infectious.

Traditional Contact Tracing 


An digital application, usually a 
mobile app, that informs users 
if and when they were in 
proximity with a device linked 
to a user that has recently 
tested positive for the virus.

Digital Contact Tracing 


What is Contact Tracing?
Introduction



Who’s involved?

The governmental 
agency responsible 
for public health.

Health Authority


Someone suspected 
or confirmed positive 
with COVID-19.

Affected User


Hospitals or medical 
facilities conducting 
COVID-19 testing.

Medical Facility


A public health 
worker who contacts 
infected or exposed 
people.

Contact Tracer


Someone who was 
exposed to the 
affected user. 

Proximity Contact 


A joint digital and manual contact tracing  
effort involves five primary stakeholders:

Affected 
User

Health 
Authority

Contact 
Tracer

Medical 
Facility

Positive Test 
Results Reported To

Reports 
Positive 

Results To

Conducts Call With

Reported To

Tested for 
COVID-19 by a 

Proximity 
Contact

Conducts 
Call With

Conducts Call With

Sends App Alert To

Inputs Positive 
Results Into App

Digital 
Tracing App

Introduction



Other Terms You Might Hear

API stands for “Application Programming Interface,” which 
is a set of routines, protocols, and tools for building 
software applications. It specifies how software 
components should interact.


Beacons are small, wireless transmitters that use 
low-energy Bluetooth technology to send signals to other 
smart devices nearby. These will be the messengers 
between users’ phones for contact tracing technology.


Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is an intelligent, 
battery-saving version of Bluetooth technology. It is 
optimized for low bandwidth, power and complexity.


Contact Tracing is the process of both supporting 
infected patients and also warning contacts of potential 
exposures in order to stop chains of transmission.

Digital Contact Tracing involves a digital 
application (usually a mobile app) that informs 
users if and when they were in proximity with 
someone who recently tested positive for the virus.

Traditional Contact Tracing entails a public 
health worker who works with infected patients to 
provide support and help them identify potentially 
exposed proximity contacts.

Decentralization refers to a contact tracing infrastructure 
where data is stored locally on each user’s device and only 
uploaded with the user’s permission after a confirmed 
COVID-19 diagnosis.


Interoperability is the ability of different contact tracing 
systems or software to exchange and make use of shared 
information.


Proximity Contact refers to an at-risk individual who was 
potentially exposed to the virus via close contact with an 
infected patient.


Proximity Tracking refers to tools that use Bluetooth or 
GPS to track an individual’s exposure to cases; used in 
addition to contact tracing case management tools.

A complete list of reference articles we used to 
generate this report (Google Sheet)

Introduction

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/19ydW1LdMjiGW3ZMxS3qe62f7BSgYjLJ3XIlpeplxYZU/edit?ts=5ebad0fc#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/19ydW1LdMjiGW3ZMxS3qe62f7BSgYjLJ3XIlpeplxYZU/edit?ts=5ebad0fc#gid=0
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There are four tracing methods being used or 
considered globally: traditional, bluetooth-based 
apps, QR codes, and automated, unfettered 
access to user’s personal data. The latter two 
have been effective at slowing transmission in 
Korea and China particularly; however, they 
likely couldn’t be a consideration for the US due 
to cultural or logistical reasons.


For each method, another lever to be pulled is 
whether user participation in the contact tracing 
method is required or optional. 


The efficacy of the method depends on the 
combination of these two factors. That said, 
mandatory methods tend to achieve greater 
success in almost all cases.

Comparison of Tracing Methods

Summary of Methods

All mandatory or 
enforced methods

Greatest Reach


Methods that use 
Bluetooth tech

Fastest Tracing


All unenforced or 
opt-in or methods

Greatest Privacy


A summary of “optimal” methods 
given different desired outcomes:



Challenges For Each

Each method brings with it its own challenges. 


The easiest methods to implement are simply not 
effective enough to make a difference—whereas the most 
effective are difficult to enforce, or require investment 
into a new systematic infrastructure at the state levels.

Automatic access to infected users’ data


Method


Bluetooth app, mandatory


QR codes, enforced


Bluetooth app, opt-out


Only manual contact tracing


QR codes, not enforced


Bluetooth app, opt-in 


7.0


Effectiveness


9.1


8.7


7.1


4.9


2.2


0.0


Potentially most realistic for the US


not familiar in the US


Too Draconian for US citizens & culture


Most inefficient l - -

Challenges


Difficult to enforce mandatory downloads


Requires infrastructure; 

abor to time ratio


Not effective enough to flatten the curve


Not effective enough to flatten the curve

Coronavirus: How to Do Testing and Contact Tracing, Tomas Pueyo
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The Power of Opt-out

Opt-in Standard App Opt-out Operating System Update

Total 
Population


100%

Smartphone 
Users


90%

Download 
App


27% 12%

Set-up & 
Enable BLE


Total 
Population


100%

Total 
Population


100%

Smartphone 
Users


90%

Opt-out 


45% 41%

Set-up & 
Enable BLE


One of the potentially most powerful influences on user adoption will be 
the default selection. The vast majority of people will not deviate from a 
default choice simply because it’s positioned as the “normal” or “baseline.” 


For that reason, opt-out contact tracing apps are estimated to have nearly 
30% greater adoption than opt-in solutions. This is why Apple and Google’s 
work to build contact tracing into the operating system level makes sense. 
Coronavirus: How to Do Testing and Contact Tracing, Tomas Pueyo
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Apple COVID-19 App COVID Watch

Corona 100m (S. Korea)

HealthLynked COVID Tracker COVIDSafe

COVID Symptom Tracker

There are currently a myriad of 
apps, with the majority having 
similar functionality, features, and 
UI. Given that, fragmentation was 
initially a major concern. However, 
Apple/Google plan to address this 
by limiting the use of their APIs to 
only one public health authority 
app per country.

Mobile App Landscape

Landscape Review

Apps Reviewed

Our Objective

Existing and developing contact-tracing apps, 
including: Apple’s COVID-19 app, Public Health 
Authority apps, foreign apps, and regional US apps.

To identify key user flows and features across 
the apps and uncover insights around features or 
functionalities that may work well in the US.



Common Patterns
Mobile App Landscape

We discovered like-features for:  
Alerts, symptom assessment, and location tracking.

Visited Places

Tracking a user’s 
visited locations to 
provide location-based 
insights.

Symptom Assessment

Assessment and tracker of 
COVID-19 symptoms to 
help determine or monitor 
a potential infection.

Exposure Alerts

When a user reports 
positive test results, an 
exposure alert is sent to 
proximity contact

Results Reporting

Reporting positive 
infection status into 
the app to alert 
proximity contacts.



Insights and Support Features

Resources 

Providing resources and 
support based on assessments 
or infection status.

Next Steps

Clear next steps provided 
based on app inputs and 
potential infection status.

Regional Insights

Map-based insights based on 
county, state or country-level 
aggregate data.

Mobile App Landscape

We discovered like-features for:  
Insights, support, and resources.
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Apple & Google’s Technology

The Timeline To Date

Google and Apple have been making headlines 
daily with their collaboration on an exposure 
notification API.


In the coming months, they’ll release updates 
to the iOS and Android operating systems, 
allowing users to reap the benefits of their 
exposure notification technology without 
having to download an app. 


The biggest news around this technology is 
that location tracking will be banned from 
their apps (though unstable, battery- draining 
workarounds will be possible), and each 
country will be limited to 1-app only to 
prevent fragmentation and drive adoption.

Apple & Google announce 
partnership to tackle digital 
contact tracing in 2 phases.

Apr 10

Phase 1 early beta for limited 
number of app developers goes 
live, and testing begins.

Apr 29

Apple & Google start referring to 
the contact tracing app as 
exposure notification.

Apr 24

Consumer-facing release of the 
APIs targeted for mid-May.

Mid-May

Update to operating systems  
available in the coming months.

TBD

Sample code, UI mocks, and 
detailed policies released. 

Announcement that location 
tracking will be banned, and limit 
to 1-app per country.

May 04



Technology Specifications

Location Tracking Not allowed in the app—but, possible via unstable, 
battery-draining workarounds.

Data Storage Decentralized— meaning exposure notification data will be 
stored and processed on the user’s device.

Technology Beacon keys exchanged between users’ 
phones using short-range Bluetooth LE.

Determiner of Exposure Criteria Public Health Authorities

Max. Allowed Exposure Time 30-minutes

Privacy Protection Features Technology can be turned on/off by user at any time 
User controls data they want to share & the decision to share 
Random Bluetooth identifiers rotate every 10-20 minutes

Exposure Notification Date of contact 
Duration of contact 
Bluetooth signal strength of infected individual

User Participation Opt-in

Where to Download Google Play Store and App Store

Apple & Google’s Technology

Here’s a summary of 
the details that have 
been released around 
their tech so far:



Onboarding

Notification Settings

Exposure Notification Flow

Exposure Notification Flow

Shown here are 
mocks of a sample 
public health 
authority app using 
the companies’ new 
contact tracing tools. 


These were released 
by Google and Apple 
on May 4.



The User’s Role

Patient’s phone

Beacon History

Exposed User

Patient

Infected User

Medical Record

User must input their 
positive test result in-app in 
order to connect these two


Unless the user indicates 
their results in-app, it will 
never be attached to their 
historically sent/received 
beacons.

• 
 

•

If user chooses to share-out 
their infection status, users 
who came in contact with 
their beacons in the last 14 
days are alerted. 

• 
 

Patient’s phone

Beacon HistoryRecord Infection Status Share Infection Status

Digital RealmIn Real Life Digital Realm

A key thing to note is that individuals confirmed positive for COVID-19 will 
need to take two explicit actions in the app before their proximity contacts can 
be alerted of exposure: first record their infection status, then share-out the 
status. 


Both of these inputs depend on a voluntary choice by the user.

Apple & Google’s Technology



The Critical Tension

The heart of this contact tracing matter really 
comes down to location tracking. 


There’s a very obvious, opposing tension between 
the features Apple and Google are building, and 
what public health authorities need. 

Apple & Google Public Health Authorities

Prioritizing user privacy; want to prevent 
data-leaks or abuse of data.  


Want to prevent governments from using 
the system to compile data on citizens.

Needing GPS location data to track how 
outbreaks move and identify hot spots.


Want to create targeted public policy 
informed by location data. 

Apple & Google’s Technology



Apple/Google’s Response to the Privacy & Security Challenge

To prevent the government from accessing user data on 
centralized server, a decentralization model means that 
temporary user IDs are stored locally on a device and 
only uploaded upon a confirmed COVID-19 diagnosis. 

They will be using advanced encryption to protect user 
identities and data. A new key is generated every 24 
hours using a random, cryptography tool. Broadcasted 
Bluetooth codes are refreshed every 15 minutes.

No location data

Decentralization

Encryption 

Apple and Google are banning the ability for Public 
Health Authority apps to use location data. Only 
Bluetooth permissions need to be enabled for exposure 
alerts and proximity data.

Apple/Google drafted technical specifications for an Exposure Notification system to 
address user privacy and security concerns

Apple & Google’s Technology
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Health Authorities’ Criteria for Digital Tracing Tools
Health Authorities’ Criteria for Digital Tracing Tools

In the adoption of emerging contact 
tracing technologies to amplify and 
scale current tracing efforts, Public 
Health Authorities (PHA) have 
defined minimum and preferred 
requirements for a contact tracing 
app based on research and 
discussions with contact tracing 
and informatics experts.

Case Identification


Contact Identification


Contact Follow-up


Platform Support


Data Interoperability








Requirement Categories

Trustworthiness


Users


Availability


Customizability


Privacy
Preliminary Criteria for the Evaluation of Digital Contact Tracing Tools for COVID-19, CDC



Customizability & Contact Notification 
Health Authorities’ Criteria for Digital Tracing Tools

Customizability Requirement

Requires vendor to perform all customizations for PHA


Allows PHAs to perform some of their own 
customizations (e.g., adding new data elements, 
implementing data validation rules)

Minimum


Preferred


Exposure metrics (date, duration, signal 
strength) may be configured by region. 
Location data would help PHAs better 
track infection spread, identify hot spots, 
and inform policy. Apple and Google’s ban 
on location tracking means PHAs will 
need to rely on “unstable, battery-draining 
workarounds" to gather that data.

Apple and Google will surface the 
following exposure metrics to users in an 
Exposure Alert: date, duration, and signal 
strength.  There is currently controversy 
surrounding exposure date as a measure to 
identify an infected user on a day of one or 
a few encounters.

Enables manual and automated notifications to known 
contacts. Messaging is tailored to likelihood of exposure 
and include resources and next steps.


Enables anonymous automated notification to proximity 
contacts based on history and proximity metrics.

Minimum


Preferred


Contact Notification Requirement

Preliminary Criteria for the Evaluation of Digital Contact Tracing Tools for COVID-19, CDC



Case Identification & Contact Follow-Up
Health Authorities’ Criteria for Digital Tracing Tools

Enables PHAs to import existing data (e.g., from PHA 
information systems) 


Enables laboratory-confirmed index patients to self-report 
demographic data and the best means of communication

Minimum


Preferred


Case Identification Requirement In order to report a positive test 
result, a user will likely be required 
to input a unique test identification 
code provided by the testing 
laboratory to ensure reporting 
legitimacy and prevent false 
positives in the system.

Enables PHA to initiate direct, manual follow-up with 
known contacts and collect longitudinal data.


Enables automated reminders to known contacts and 
community contacts for 14 days with directions to call 
PHA or electronically self-report symptoms. 

Minimum


Preferred


Contact Follow-Up Requirement A digital contact tracing tool will 
most likely complement traditional 
contact tracing efforts (contact 
tracer interviews) and follow-ups 
instead of replace them. A PHA app 
may help a user prepare for a 
contact tracing interview. 

Preliminary Criteria for the Evaluation of Digital Contact Tracing Tools for COVID-19, CDC
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Contact Tracing Design Considerations
Contact Tracing Design Considerations

Designers and copy writers need to walk the line 
between being informative, but not alarming.

1

Visual designs need to communicate warmth and 
empathy to instill calm and care.

2

Language and Tone.

The timeliness of notifications is essential, 
especially given slow turnaround times for 
testing.

1

App-makers need to be wary of notification 
fatigue, being careful not to cry wolf.

2

The Gravity of Notifications

Designing for contact tracing requires constant 
consideration of how individuals interact with 
their environments. What are their contexts?

1

Design choices need to compliment and 
empower the mobile format.

2

The Service Design Aspect.

Effort will need to be invested in designing 
inclusive solutions for individuals with no or very 
limited access to technology (i.e. grandma).

1

Manual contact tracers are one of the most 
critical roles in this problem space. How do we 
better support their jobs with design?

2

Forgotten User Roles.

At all phases of the user journey, next steps need 
to be tangible and practical for users.

1

Communicating the distinction between what’s 
mandated vs what’s recommended will bring 
clarity to users in this confusing time.

2

Prioritizing Actionability.

Guard-rails will need to ensure the data collected 
is accurate, and to prevent trolling, 

1

Incorporation of automated technologies will be 
convenient to users, and in turn, increase data 
validity, 

2

Authentication and Guard-rails.
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Conditions for Success
Conditions for Success

Core permissions (Bluetooth) must be on, 
enabled, and functioning correctly when two 
users cross paths.


High Adoption Rates 

The app needs to be highly adopted (~60%) in 
order for digital contact tracing to be effective.

A user with a suspected infection should have 
immediate access to COVID-19 testing, with very 
rapid turnaround time for results.


Tech is only one part of an effective strategy. New 
technology needs to be complemented by sound 
policy, swift leadership and cooperation.

Infected user must report positive test results 
in-app in order to notify potentially exposed 
users.

Contact tracing is the most effective in regions 
with fewer cases or when people are reentering 
society.


Enabled Permissions at Time of Contact

Sound Policy & Swift LeadershipOutbreak Density & Regional Readiness

Voluntary Self-reporting

Access to Testing & Fast Turnaround

The following conditions need to be met for a 
contact tracing solution to be successful.



High Adoption Rates
Conditions for Success

about 60% of the 
population
Epidemiologists estimate that 

 would have to download and use the 
app to make it work effectively. 



Adoption rates in other countries isn’t 
encouraging. 20% for Singapore’s TraceTogether 
app and 8% for Australia’s COVIDSafe app. 
However, neither app uses the Apple/Google API.



Singapore’s TraceTogether app (left) 
Australia’s COVIDSafe app (right)

The app needs to be highly adopted by the 
population to make it work effectively.



Outbreak Density & Regional Readiness
Conditions for Success

help regions with 
fewer cases

Extensive contact tracing is less useful in a 
region that’s in a middle of a major 
outbreak with mandated shelter-in-place 
orders. 


Contact tracing can 
 or when shelter-in-place is 

lifted and people are reentering society.


Contact tracing is most useful in a region with fewer 
cases or when people are reentering society



Enabled Permissions at Time of Contact
Conditions for Success

permissions must be enabled at the 
time of contact for both users
Bluetooth 

  in order for the 
exposure instance and proximity contact to be 
logged.



People may turn off contact tracing apps given they 
have the prerogative to do so. Even if both users have 
the app and one user has exposure logging turned off, 
the potential exposure instance will not be tracked.

Core permissions must be on, enabled, and 
functioning correctly for both users when they cross 
paths.




Other Dependencies for Success
Conditions for Success

Sound policy & Swift Leadership
Tech is only one part of an effective strategy. The release and success of a 
digital contact tracing solution needs to be effectively complemented by 
sound policy, swift leadership and cooperation.


Voluntary Self-Reporting
In order for proximity contacts to be notified, an infected user must report their positive test 
result in-app with an unique test identifier code provided by the medical facility.

Access to Testing & Fast Turnaround
It is important to quickly identify and treat infected individuals as well as track and isolate 
their proximity contacts to prevent further spread. A user with a suspected infection should 
have immediate access to COVID-19 testing, with very rapid turnaround time for results so 
appropriate measures may be taken as soon as possible.



